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ABSTRACT: Full inorganic perovskites display their poten-
tial to function as stable photovoltaic materials better than the
hybrid organic−inorganic perovskites. However, to date, the
cesium lead iodide perovskite, which displays a promising
absorbance range, has suffered from low stability, which
degrades to a nonactive photovoltaic phase rapidly. In this
work, we show that the black phase of cesium lead iodide can
be stabilized when the perovskite dimensionality is reduced.
X-ray diffraction, absorbance, and scanning electron micros-
copy were used to follow the degradation process of various
dimensionalities under room conditions and 1 sun illumina-
tion. When comparing the effect on the stability and
photostability of cesium lead iodide with linear or aromatic barrier molecules, the aromatic barrier molecule displays better
photostability for over 700 h without degradation under continuous 1 sun illumination than does the linear barrier molecule.
Theoretical calculations show that the addition of the barrier molecule makes a different charge distribution over the perovskite
structure, which stabilizes the CsPbI3 black phase. This work provides the possibility to use the CsPbI3 perovskite as a stable
photovoltaic material in solar cells.

■ INTRODUCTION

Organic−inorganic perovskites have attracted much attention
in recent years, especially in the photovoltaic field, owing to
their remarkable photophysical properties,1−5 such as excellent
light capture efficiency, long electron−hole diffusion length,
and the possibility to make them from solution.6 In the last six
years, their power conversion efficiency has approached
23.2%.7

One of the most important aspects of a photovoltaic material
is the requirement for environmental and photo-stability.8−14

However, the common perovskite (CH3NH3PbI3) used for
solar cells is still far behind in terms of stability, since the
organic components are unstable under high temperature and
UV radiation conditions.
It was reported that the use of inorganic cations affects the

long-term stability of perovskite solar cells (PSCs), which
remains a major impediment for its industrial application.15 As
a result, there have been several attempts to replace the organic
cations with inorganic elements to improve the cells’
stability.16,17 CsPbI3 is considered one of the most promising
candidates to achieve a stable perovskite structure. The
inorganic cation Cs+ has a reasonable radius, which provides
an appropriate tolerance factor. The Goldschmidt tolerance
factor is calculated using the ionic radius of the atoms, which

behave according to the following expression: = +
+t r r

r r2 ( )
A X

B X
,

where rA is the radius of the A cation, rB is the radius of the B
cation, and rX is the radius of the anion.
Materials with a tolerance factor of 0.9−1.0 have an ideal

cubic structure. The perovskite tends to form an orthorhombic
structure when t < 0.8 and a cubic structure when 0.8 < t < 1.
More than one crystallographic structure is usually found for
perovskite material with a given chemical composition,
depending on the temperature and the preparation methods.
CsPbI3 has a tolerance factor of t = 0.81, which suggests that

Cs+ can stabilize the perovskite structure. However, this value
approaches the low limit of the tolerance factor, as mentioned
above, due to the radius of Cs+ (167 pm),18 which is almost
the smallest size possible that can fit into the octahedral cage.
A perovskite film of CsPbI3 is unstable under room conditions,
and it can easily form an orthorhombic yellow phase (δ phase),
which is not photovoltaically active.
The symbols α, β, and γ represent the black phases of

CsPbI3 that have photovoltaic activity.19 To synthesize the
black phase, a temperature of over 320 °C is required.20−22
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Recently it has been reported that the addition of iodic acid
(HI) lowers the annealing temperature of CsPbI3 to 100 °C.23

Several methods have been studied to achieve the black
photovoltaic phase of CsPbI3, including solvent engineering23

and halogen exchange.24−26 Recently, the concept of low-
dimensional perovskite has been recognized as a possible route
to improve the stability of PSCs.27

The perovskite dimensionality is determined by using a
barrier molecule between the inorganic perovskite framework.
The barrier molecule is too big to fit into the cage formed by
the perovskite octahedra, and therefore, it creates confined
inorganic perovskite layers. This low-dimensional perovskite
creates a quantum-well structure, where the inorganic
framework and the long organic molecules act as wells and
barriers, respectively.
Unlike the three-dimensional (3D) perovskite, the low-

dimensional perovskite has shown promising stability, but it
has a much lower power conversion efficiency. The relatively
low efficiency of two-dimensional (2D) perovskite solar cells
(PSCs) is mainly due to the barrier molecules, which could
inhibit charge transport through the film. However, it is likely
that combining the high efficiency of 3D perovskite with the

enhanced stability of 2D perovskite could be an elegant way to
achieve specific requirements from a photovoltaic solar cell.28

In this work, we demonstrate that Cs lead iodide can be
stabilized when its dimensionality is reduced using a barrier
molecule. We focused on the environmental stability and
photostability under continuous illumination and varied
humidity of this low-dimensional Cs lead iodide perovskite.
The differences in stability between a linear barrier molecule
(hexylammonium (HA)) and an aromatic barrier molecule
(phenylethylammonium (PEA)) were investigated. Absorb-
ance, X-ray diffraction (XRD), and scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) were used to follow the degradation
process. Theoretical calculations predict the way the CsPbI3
phase is stabilized upon the addition of the barrier molecule
and the reason for the different stabilities between the two
barriers.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At room temperature, CsPbI3 exhibits the δ yellow phase,
which is not photovoltaically active; however, upon annealing,
it converts to the black perovskite phase, α-CsPbI3, as the
temperature exceeds the transition temperature. The α-phase

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the CsPbI3 in a cubic structure, Pm3̅m, black phase (left). Pnma, δ yellow phase (right).

Figure 2. (a) Images of CsPbI3 film under room conditions (38% humidity, 20 °C) showing the degradation of the film starting from time zero. (b)
XRD patterns of CsPbI3 before and after degradation. The fresh film shows the cubic and orthorhombic structures. (* = orthorhombic, # =
cubic) (c) Absorbance spectra for CsPbI3 film without encapsulation under 1 sun illumination. (d) Absorbance spectra for CsPbI3 film
encapsulated under 1 sun illumination.
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has a cubic structure, with Pm3̅m symmetry or the 221 space
group (based on the International Tables for Crystallography),
and it is photovoltaically active. Two other additional phases
are tetragonal β-CsPbI3 and orthorhombic γ-CsPbI3, which are
metastable.20 The β-phase is also black and has a tetragonal
structure. Upon cooling down, the cubic α-phase transforms to
the β-phase with a tetragonal structure. The tetragonal crystal
lattice results from stretching a cubic lattice along one of its
lattice vectors so that the cube becomes a rectangular prism
with a square base and height.
After further cooling of the β-phase, a black γ-phase is

formed with an orthorhombic structure and Pnmb symmetry.
The orthorhombic crystal lattice results from stretching a cubic
lattice along two of its orthogonal pairs because of two
different factors, resulting in a rectangular prism with a
rectangular base and height, such that the bases and the height
are distinct. All three bases intersect at 90° angles; thus, the
three lattice vectors remain mutually orthogonal. The γ-phase
is still photovoltaically active; however, this is the last stage
before it is transformed within minutes, hours, or days,
depending on the crystal size and environment to the yellow δ
phase, which is not photovoltaically active.3 Figure 1 presents
the transition from the black cubic CsPbI3 structure (α-phase)
to the δ phase, having a yellow color.
Figure 2b shows the XRD patterns for CsPbI3, the

orthorhombic (γ) and cubic (α) phases, can be observed in
the fresh film. The color of the CsPbI3 film is black at time
zero, as can be seen in Figure 2a. The XRD pattern after
degradation is denoted as a blue curve (Figure 2b); no
crystallographic peaks are observed (the film is completely
amorphous), and the film has a yellow color (all measurements
after degradation were taken after leaving the samples for 48 h
in a room environment).
Figure 2c,d shows the absorbance of the CsPbI3 film with

and without encapsulation. Without encapsulation, the
absorbance loses its shape after 10 min under room conditions
(38% humidity, 20 °C), whereas with encapsulation the
degradation process is inhibited and the film displays a typical
absorbance for 10 h under 1 sun illumination. This shows the
importance of encapsulated films; however, even with
encapsulation, CsPbI3 is highly sensitive to humidity. Figure
2a presents the CsPbI3 film (without encapsulation) under

room conditions (38% humidity, 20 °C). As can be seen,
already after 10 min, degradation can be observed, whereas
after 2 and 4 h, the film is completely degraded.
To stabilize the CsPbI3 structure, we introduced an organic

barrier molecule that can form perovskite with a different
dimensionality. It was recently shown that the CsPbI3 structure
can be stabilized using an organic barrier. In this work, we
studied in detail the stability of low-dimensional CsPbI3
perovskite using linear and aromatic barrier molecules. The
low-dimensional perovskite (experimental details can be found
in the Supporting Information) is based on the chemical
formula (R−NH3)2Csn−1PbnI3n+1, where R is the barrier
molecule. The stability of the films under room conditions
and their photostability under continuous 1 sun illumination,
at 30 °C and 12% humidity, were studied.
Figure 3 presents two barrier molecules in the two-

dimensional perovskite structure with CsPbI3 as the inorganic
framework. Usually the inorganic framework consists of
methylammonium as the small cation; however, in this case
the small cation is Cs+. Phenylethylammonium (PEA) is used
as the aromatic barrier (Figure 3a) and hexylammonium (HA)
as the linear barrier molecule (Figure 3b). These barrier
molecules have similar lengths of 9.82 Å for PEA and 10.03 Å
for HA.29 The aromatic barrier can form a π−π interaction,
which can decrease the d-spacing (as denoted in the figure).
Using the XRD patterns, the d-spacing can be calculated. For
example, for n = 2 the d-spacing of the aromatic barrier is ∼14
Å. However, with the linear barrier molecule (HA) there are
van der Waals interactions between the carbon chains;
therefore, no overlap is observed between two adjacent barrier
molecules, which results in an increase in the d-spacing to ∼22
Å (for n = 2).
Figure 4 summarizes the photostability measurements of

both barrier molecules (PEA and HA) at different n values
(i.e., different dimensionalities). The data in Figure 4 are based
on the absorbance spectra presented in Figures 1S and 2S for n
= 2, 4, 6, 8, 40, and 60. The photostability measurements were
taken under continuous 1 sun illumination, at 30 °C and 12%
humidity. Two main conclusions can be drawn from the
measurements: (i) the PEA-CsPbI3 perovskite with the
aromatic barrier is more stable than the HA-CsPbI3 perovskite
with the linear barrier. (ii) Lower n values for perovskite result

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of both barrier molecules (a) (PEA)2Csn−1PbnI3n+1, where n = 2, and (b) (HA)2Csn−1PbnI3n+1, where n = 2.
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in better photostability than do higher n values. For example,
the aromatic barrier molecule, where n = 2 corresponds to
(PEA)2Cs1Pb2I7, results in a superior photostability of 720 h
under continuous 1 sun illumination, whereas the linear barrier
(HA) starts to degrade after 72 h (for n = 2). The more barrier
molecules that are present in the perovskite structure, the
better the stability. The reason for that is based on the fact that
the barrier molecule needs to stabilize a smaller number of
inorganic octahedron layers in the case of low n values. At n =
40 and 60 for both barriers, the film degrades very quickly, but
still a difference between the barrier molecules can be
observed.

From a theoretical point of view, the effect of both barrier
molecules on the stability of the perovskite film is much
stronger than the effect of the Cs or methylammonium (MA)
cations. This is due to the cation’s “strength”, which could be
measured using electronic space partition techniques such as
Mulliken or Löwdin population analysis.
According to these methods, the MA cation is exactly +1,

because one electron is given to perovskite, whereas the CsI
molecule, used for the synthesis of CsPbI3, splits into the
+0.725 Cs cation and the negatively charged perovskite. The
remaining part of the donor electron, i.e., 0.275, is hybridized
with the PbI3 frame surrounding Cs. This is due to the large
overlap of the Cs atomic orbitals with the “molecular” orbitals
of the crystal, which is in agreement with the phenomeno-
logical model of the Goldschmidt tolerance factor.
Using the same theoretical techniques, we found that the

HA and PEA molecules are about +1.5 cations, because the
−NH3

• donor group is also supported by the −CH2− chain
embedded in the PbI3 cluster of the perovskite surface. This
additional 0.5 of the electronic wave function, localized at the
PbI3 frame, makes the perovskite film more stable than the
bulk crystal. Thus, it proves that low-dimensional perovskite
films degrade slower than high-dimensional perovskite films.
XRD measurements were performed on different 2D and

quasi-2D perovskite (different n values) films using the
aromatic (PEA) and linear (HA) barrier molecules. The
XRD measurements were taken on fresh films (black curves)
and on films after degradation (blue curves). Figure 5 shows
the perovskite films with PEA as the barrier molecule, and
Figure 6 shows perovskite films with HA as the barrier
molecule. With PEA, at low n values, i.e., n = 2, 4, and 6, the
2D peaks in the XRD graphs can be recognized in fresh films,

Figure 4. Summary of the photostability measurements under 1 sun
illumination, at 30 °C and 12% humidity. The data in this graph are
based on the absorbance spectra shown in Figures 1S and 2S.

Figure 5. XRD patterns of (PEA)2Csn−1PbnI3n+1 before and after degradation (*=Orthorhombic, # = Cubic). The measurements after degradation
were taken after leaving the samples for 48 h at room environment conditions.
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whereas after degradation, some of these peaks disappear but
some of them are left over, which indicates the slow
degradation process (Figure 5a−c).
In the case of fresh films, where n = 8, 40, and 60, the 2D

peaks can also be observed; however, they are less pronounced
than when n = 2, 4, and 6. After degradation, in contrast to the
low n values, where some of the 2D peaks can still be
recognized, the high n value films are amorphous (blue curves,
Figure 5d−f).
A similar behavior can be observed for the HA barrier

molecule, at low n values (i.e., 2, 4, and 6); in the case of fresh
films, the 2D peaks can be distinguished clearly, whereas after
degradation, fewer peaks can be recognized. With high n
values, the same occurs for the HA barrier, as was observed for
the PEA barrier, where no peaks can be recognized. Moreover,
it can be seen that the intensity of the XRD peaks before
degradation was much higher than the intensity after
degradation, which indicates better crystallinity.
Figure 7 shows photos of the film degradation with time.

The films were without encapsulation and were measured
under room environment conditions.
Similarly to the case of photostability, also in this case the

low n values indicate better stability (Figure 7a−c,g−i). As
indicated, these measurements were performed for films
without encapsulation under standard room environment
conditions. Therefore, these experiments clearly indicate the
resistance of the samples to humidity. Since the amount of the
barrier molecule is higher, the perovskite film has better
resistance to humidity (i.e., low n values).
The difference between the aromatic versus the linear barrier

molecule is observed in this case as well. The aromatic barrier
(PEA) displays more enhanced resistance to humidity than
does the linear barrier (HA). The color of the PEA film

remains dark brown for a longer time than the film color of the
HA barrier molecule.
Interestingly, for high n values where n = 40 and n = 60,

which are very close to the n values of 3D CsPbI3 perovskite,
the film degradation, as a result of humidity, is inhibited
compared with 3D CsPbI3 (see Figure 1a). It appears that even
a small amount of a barrier molecule can stabilize the CsPbI3
black phase against humidity. In addition, in this case the
aromatic barrier is a better stabilizer than is the linear barrier.
We can predict this behavior from the theoretical

calculations. The destruction of the crystal can be described
from the point of view of the defects, which form when the
assumed d-spacing between the perovskite layers is larger than
the optimized distance. The geometries of the perfect
perovskite crystal thin films (n = 2) with HA and PEA
barriers, are described in Table 1. When these systems are
stretched out, with a force perpendicular to the perovskite
planes, the defects show up on the atomic force conjugate−
gradient path. These defects are diverse for the HA and PEA
barriers, which are also described in Table 1 as well as in
Figure 3S. The linear barrier causes atomic point defects,
which seem to pull out iodide atoms from the perovskite
surface. Whereas the aromatic barrier causes extended defects,
which enlarge the distance between the PbI2 planes and I−Cs
planes. The formation energy of the point defect is twice as
high as that of the extended defect, if the crystal calculations
with the periodic boundary conditions assume the same
geometry in the neighboring unit cells. However, in nature, the
appearance of point defects in the measured sample is more
seldom than the extended defects. This is due to the lack of
defect−defect correlations in the former case. Thus, the total
energy necessary to produce in samples the isolated defects,
which in nature have the extended character, is actually higher
for the PEA barrier. In order to isolate the defects from each

Figure 6. XRD patterns of (HA)2Csn−1PbnI3n+1 before and after degradation. (* = orthorhombic, # = cubic). The measurements after degradation
were taken after leaving the samples for 48 h at room environment conditions.
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other, we performed the calculations for the four times larger
supercells (in size 2 × 2) and leaved three cells undefected.
The formation energy of the point defect decreased around
four times, from 0.45 to 0.113 eV, while the same energy for
the extended defect decreased about twice, from 0.226 to 0.093
eV. This is proof that the defects in the samples with PEA tend
to cluster because the formation energy does not scale linearly
with the system size. Thus, the formation of isolated defects in
samples with HA has statistical character and it is adiabatic in
time. In contrary, the formation of defects in samples with PEA
starts when the energy to form a larger defected cluster is
accumulated in the system. This energy, in turn, is proportional
to the degradation time. Thus, leading to the higher stability of
the films with aromatic barrier than with linear barrier.

Figures 4S and 5S show the average size of the grains after
degradation for HA-CsPbI3 and PEA-CsPbI3, respectively. The
grain size of HA-CsPbI3 is bigger than that of PEA-CsPbI3 after
degradation, and it should be reversely proportional to the
number of defective cells in the sample. This size should be
larger for point defects in films with HA barriers than for those
with PEA barriers. Therefore, it can be assumed that this might
be why films with an aromatic barrier (PEA) are more stable,
namely, because the formation of extended defects is not an
adiabatic process, in contrast to the formation of point defects.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the films

during degradation for different time lengths under room
conditions are presented in Figure 8 for both barrier molecules.
Clearly, after degradation, the grains are bigger and have
pinholes; in addition, the grain boundaries are becoming

Figure 7. Photos of the different barrier molecules and the various n values under room conditions as a function of time (38% humidity, 20 °C).

Table 1. Interatomic Distances Obtained during the Geometry Optimization Process for the Final (optimized) and
Intermediate (defective) Structuresa

case
Pb−Pb (film plane) optimized/

distorted
Pb−Pb (vertical) optimized/

distorted
Pb−I (terminal) optimized/

distorted
defect formation

energy

bulk CsPbI3 6.288 Å 6.288 Å 3.144 Å
HA-CsPbI3 (n = 2) 6.418/6.316 Å 6.530/6.439 Å 3.251/3.506 Å 0.405 eV
PEA-CsPbI3 (n = 2) 6.366/6.275 Å 6.681/7.035 Å 3.141/3.168 Å 0.226 eV
aThe parameters of the most distorted lattices are denoted in bold.
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sharper during the degradation process starting from fresh
films until films after degradation (48 h). It was reported that
the degradation process might start from the grain boundaries,
which can explain the SEM images. A similar situation
occurred with the linear barrier: the fresh film does not
show clear grain boundaries. After 30 min, 2 h, and 48 h under
room conditions sharp grain boundaries and pinholes appear.
The grain size of the perovskite film after degradation (48 h)
with an aromatic barrier is ∼227 nm in length, and with the
linear barrier it is ∼290 nm in length, as can be seen in Figures
4S and 5S.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work we demonstrated how the black phase of CsPbI3
can be stabilized when its dimensionality is reduced. Low-
dimensional CsPbI3 perovskites were fabricated using two
different barrier molecules: linear and aromatic barrier
molecules. XRD and SEM show the degradation process of
these films, where the low-dimensional perovskite, using an
aromatic barrier molecule, displays better stability than does
the low-dimensional perovskite, using a linear barrier molecule.
Both barrier molecules display enhanced photostability under
continuous 1 sun illumination compared with the 3D CsPbI3
film, which degrades rapidly. However, the aromatic barrier
molecule displays superior photostability compared with the
linear barrier. Theoretical calculations explain this observation
by the point and extended defects, which increase the time for
degradation. Here, we have shown the potential of stabilizing
the black phase of CsPbI3, which provides the possibility to use
it efficiently and stably in PV solar cells.
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